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Underrepresented: In the Margins of Education
Jennifer L. Erdely1
This poem documents and serves as a call to action to confront our perceptions in spaces of learning. The
format of the poem serves as a way to “give perspective” (Faulkner 2009, 92) to those who are marginalized
while contemplating voice, ownership, and responsibility. This poem’s importance lies in its margins—in those
blank spaces where we as teachers, scholars, and students can write how we decide to engage our own
identities, pedagogies, and performances with what is on the page. Poems allow space for other voices to be
expressed—the blank space on the page is the place of freedom for students, teachers, and/or performance
practitioners to articulate the other dialogues simultaneously taking place. The poem’s brevity intends to
facilitate multiple readings and interpretations.
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Underrepresented: In the Margins of Education
“Indigent”2
“Indolent”
And you think
they’re
Oh, so ignorant
Don’t they have you fooled.
You fool.3
Smarter than you’ll ever know
Brighter than
The sun
Burning through
Your magnifying glass.
And you still can’t see
Me
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“Underrepresented” critically reflects on the ways in which bodies are oppressed and suppressed in spaces designated for

learning. By detailing the difficulties in overcoming what Freire (2013) would call the “order” that has been “internalized” (62), this
piece calls out terms (incorrectly) used to label students who emerge from underrepresented groups.
3

Instead of the students being shamed, as Werry and Gorman (2007) discuss in “Shamefaced: Performing Pedagogy, Outing

Affect,” the piece plays with the meaning of the word “fool.” The poem harkens to the meaning of the minstrel, and then discredits
those who are shaming the student, under-estimating her/him in the process.
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